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AbstractÐProviding adequate data bandwidth is extremely important for a future wide-issue processor to achieve its full performance
potential. Adding a large number of ports to a data cache, however, becomes increasingly inefficient and can add to the hardware
complexity significantly. This paper takes an alternative or complementary approach for providing more data bandwidth, called data
decoupling. This paper especially studies an interesting, yet less explored, behavior of memory access instructions, called access
region locality, which is concerned with each static memory instruction and its range of access locations at runtime. Our experimental
study using a set of SPEC95 benchmark programs shows that most memory access instructions reference a single region at runtime.
Also shown is that it is possible to accurately predict the access region of a memory instruction at runtime by scrutinizing the
addressing mode of the instruction and the past access history of it. We describe and evaluate a wide-issue superscalar processor with
two distinct sets of memory pipelines and caches, driven by the access region predictor. Experimental results indicate that the
proposed mechanism is very effective in providing high memory bandwidth to the processor, resulting in comparable or better
performance than a conventional memory design with a heavily multiported data cache that can lead to much higher hardware
complexity.
Index TermsÐData bandwidth, data locality, instruction level parallelism, runtime stack, data stream partitioning, multiported data
cache.
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INTRODUCTION

and architectural innovations have enabled development of powerful microprocessors that
can execute several instructions concurrently at a very high
clock rate [11], [36], [12]. These processors select and
execute independent instructions at runtime, assisted by
hardware mechanisms for control speculation, register
renaming, and data-flow execution [15]. With ample onchip hardware resources that will become available within a
few years, researchers are actively proposing even more
aggressive microarchitectures that can issue up to 16 or
more instructions in a single cycle [17], [24], [27]. To
increase the exploitable instruction level parallelism (ILP) by
better utilizing the available hardware parallelism, various
techniques to speculate on control [19], [37], data values
[18], [29], and data dependences [20], [6] are being pursued.
In a future wide-issue processor with aggressive control
and data speculation techniques, efficient handling of
memory references will become a more critical factor that
affects the overall performance. Cache memories have been
used in virtually all recent microprocessors to shorten the
average memory access latency. Temporal and spatial
localities are two important operating principles for various
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cache memories. In addition to the memory latency
problem caused by the processor-memory speed gap,
cache's ability to provide enough memory bandwidth (or
cache ports) is extremely important for a future wide-issue
processor to achieve its full performance potential [31], [16],
[25], [4]. For example, for a processor to sustain 10 instructions per cycle (IPC), the memory subsystem should
provide a minimum bandwidth of four references per
cycle, or more, to prevent excessive queuing delays,
assuming that about 40 percent of all instructions are loads
and stores [17].

1.1 Multiported Data Caches
A straightforward approach for increasing memory bandwidth is to implement a multiported data cache [31]. There
are a number of techniques to provide multiple cache ports:
ideal multiporting, time-division multiplexing, replicating
the cache, and interleaving. Except for the very expensive
ideal multiporting,1 these techniques have been incorporated in recent superscalar processors to implement dual
ports. For example, Alpha 21264 provides a two-ported data
cache by doubling the cache access rate compared with the
normal processor clock [12]. Alpha 21164, the predecessor
of the 21264, uses a replicated data cache [8] and the MIPS
R10000 implements a two-way interleaved data cache [36].
Each design, however, is either costly to implement,
and/or can have significant drawbacks. The time-division
multiplexing does not scale beyond a certain number of
1. Reportedly, dual-ported synchronous SRAMs are up to around
50 percent slower, nearly 150 percent larger, and/or consume over
120 percent more power, compared with the equivalent 8-KB or 16-KB
single-ported synchronous SRAMs, all in a similar 0:18m technology [14],
[22], [28].
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ports (seemingly two). The replication approach broadcasts
a store to each copied cache for data coherence, effectively
limiting the data bandwidth on stores. It also requires
significantly more silicon area than other techniques. The
interleaving technique suffers from bank conflicts [16], [25].
The cost and delay of the crossbar between reservation
stations and load/store units can become prohibitively
large, especially when a wider instruction window and
many cache ports are to be employed. Moreover, it does not
generally allow a scaling factor that is not a power of two,
e.g., five or six; this can become a severe restriction to a
balanced, cost-effective system design.

1.2 Data Decoupling
To tackle the memory bandwidth problem, this paper
studies a processor pipeline and memory system design
called data-decoupled architecture [4], [5]. The data-decoupled
architecture divides the data memory stream into two or
more independent streams before their actual addresses are
known by using a prediction mechanism or static information from compilers. Partitioned memory accesses are then
fed into multiple, independent pipelines. This allows the
use of multiple independent caches with fewer ports, each
of which is associated with a dedicated pool of reservation
stations. Fig. 7 shows an example data-decoupled processor
pipeline with two caches.
The data-decoupled approach to the memory system
design can have two crucial advantages over a conventional
design when used in a wide-issue processor. First, the cost
and complexity of building a large cache with many ports is
reduced. Implementing a reasonably sized data cache with
more than two ports becomes increasingly inefficient. That
is, such a cache may occupy significantly more chip area
and/or can have longer access latency [25], [4]. More
importantly, the network and the control logic for orchestrating memory accesses between a large number of
reservation stations and cache ports become simpler. Such
reduction in hardware complexity can lead to a shorter
clock cycle time [23]. Second, partitioning memory references can facilitate more specialized handling of each
partitioned group of memory references. Fast forwarding,
described in Section 4, is one such technique.
This paper explores a very useful behavior of memory
reference instructions for high-bandwidth processor memory system design, called access region locality, and how it is
utilized to construct a data-decoupled memory system for a
wide-issue processor. The access region locality states that a
memory reference instruction typically accesses a single
region2 at runtime and (thus) the region it accesses is highly
predictable. An important implication of the access region
locality is that any two memory references known to access
nonoverlapping regions are data independent. Fig. 1
presents a small code section to illustrate the access region
of memory reference instructions.
Four (static) memory references of interest are highlighted: b[i] in line 8, c[i] in line 9, *parm1 in line 10, and a in
line 13. When the function foo () is called, b[i] accesses the
2. An access region R is defined as L; U, where L is the lower bound on
the address of the accessed locations of a memory reference instruction at
runtime and U is the upper bound. Program's data, heap, and stack
segments are regions, for instance.

Fig. 1. An example code segment that shows memory references to
different regions.

heap region and c[i] accesses the data region, determined by
where b[] and c[] are allocated (see lines 6 and 1). The access
region of *parm1 is unknown from the given code segment.
It can access any region at runtime, depending on the
address passed from the call site of the foo () function. Since
a is a local variable whose address is taken (in line 12), the
reference to a becomes a stack access.
We show in Section 3 that memory reference instructions
which can access more than one region, such as *parm1, are
few and their access regions are accurately predictable at
runtime using a simple predictor similar to the ones used
for branch prediction. Even without the program's highlevel information, i.e., given only the binary code, a simple
one-bit predictor can classify the memory references into
stack and nonstack references with an accuracy of well over
99 percent on average.

1.3 Paper Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes previous related work. Section 3 studies the
access region locality using some experimental data and
develops a prediction mechanism. Section 4 discusses the
data-decoupled architecture and gives an implementation
that exploits the access region locality. Evaluation results
based on simulation then follow. Finally, conclusions are
summarized in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

Recent uncovering of useful behaviors of memory access
instructions has facilitated development of very interesting and effective processor memory systems. First of all,
Lipasti et al. showed that the values transferred from
memory by load instructions present locality and are
predictable [18]. They further devised and evaluated
confidence, prediction, and verification mechanisms to
utilize this load value locality in wide-issue pipelined
processors. Under their scheme, predicted load values are
provided to the consuming instructions after being
filtered by a confidence mechanism, which then are
executed speculatively on the predicted values. When it is
known at a later time that the previous prediction was
wrong (by the verification mechanism), those executed
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instructions that depend on the mispredicted value are
squashed and reexecuted on the correct value. They
reported measurable (3-6 percent on average, depending
on the machine model) and, in some cases, dramatic (up to
around 20 percent) speedups achievable by the load value
prediction mechanism on realistic processor models. The
potential of more advanced context-based predictors was
investigated by Sazeides and Smith [29].
Second, it has been shown that the actual address of
many memory instructions is highly predictable.
Eickemeyer and Vassiliadis [9] proposed a stride-based
predictor to speculate on the address of a load instruction,
in order to hide the memory latency. Austin and Sohi [2]
also proposed and studied address prediction schemes
using operand-based predictors. These techniques have the
potential to improve the dispatch-to-issue latency of load
instructions and overall performance.
Last, dependences between store and load instructions
are shown to be predictable. In the most conservative form
of static dependence prediction, load instructions queued
after a store instruction whose address is not known are all
considered dependent on the store. In an optimistic approach, a load instruction whose address does not match
the address of any store before it (including ªunknownº
store addresses) in the queue is considered independent [13],
[12]. Moshovos et al. [20] and Chrysos and Emer [6] showed
that the actual dependences between store and load
instructions are accurately identifiable at runtime. This
memory dependence predictability can be utilized to reduce
the misprediction penalty of the optimistic static prediction
described above or to bypass the store data early to the
dependent load(s) to shorten the store-to-load latency [21],
[34]. The above three types of locality/predictability are,
like the access region locality studied in this paper, based on
per-instruction runtime information. We expect more
studies on per-instruction memory access behaviors to
come and cooperate with other types of locality, including
traditional temporal and spatial localities, to build more
effective and efficient memory systems.
Designing an effective multiported data cache has been a
topic of active research as aggressive multiple-issue
processors emerge. Sohi and Franklin [31] first predicted
that the L1 cache bandwidth will eventually become a
performance bottleneck for a wide-issue processor and
proposed a nonblocking, multiported data cache design
with interleaved banks as a solution. Wilson et al. [35]
argued that adding more ports to the L1 cache can become
costly and/or inefficient in terms of space and time. As an
alternative to a dual-ported cache design found in some
recent microprocessors, they proposed augmenting a small
line buffer to a single-ported data cache to effectively
increase the port efficiency. Rivers et al. [25] also studied
the impact of using a line buffer per bank in a wide,
interleaved cache. These studies have focused on increasing
the efficiency of cache ports by adding a small buffer or
understanding trade-offs of various multiporting strategies
in terms of cost and performance under specific processor
models. The data-decoupled architecture is largely orthogonal to multiported data cache design techniques. Rather,
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it tries to put together a number of caches to build a highbandwidth memory system.
A more recent work worth mentioning is Yoaz et al. [38],
which proposed cache bank prediction. The technique
increases the cache port utilization through balanced
scheduling of load instructions toward multiple cache
banks. This technique also enables slicing the memory
pipeline and eliminating the crossbar laid between cache
banks and memory issue slots. We view the technique as a
possible form of data decoupling more generally defined in
this paper, where the partitioning criteria is the modulo
cache line address of each memory access. This paper
studies a type of memory access locality based on program
semantics, which then leads to a simple, yet very accurate
prediction mechanism for data decoupling.

3

ACCESS REGION LOCALITY

A program's memory space is divided into a few regions or
segments: data, heap, and stack regions under a typical
runtime system [1].3 We study in this section how each
memory reference instruction accesses memory regions
using a profiling tool and a set of benchmark programs. We
first study how each static memory instruction accesses
regions at runtime. Then, we develop and evaluate a
runtime prediction mechanism. This section will serve as a
basis for the discussions in Section 4.

3.1 Methodology
We use a memory reference profiler derived from the
Simplescalar tool set [3] for the results reported in this
section. In each simulated cycle, it fetches and executes one
instruction as specified in the program. While doing so, it
collects desired information, i.e., which region(s) a memory
reference instruction accesses. We use eight integer and four
floating-point (FP) programs from the SPEC95 benchmark
suite [32], whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
101.tomcatv, 102.swim, 103.su2cor, and 107.mgrid are FP
programs. All the programs were compiled using a version
of gcc (EGCS V1.1b) at the -O3 optimization level with loop
unrolling. Either train or test input is used in most cases,
with some data set modification to control the simulation
time. In all the experiments of this study, only user-level
instructions are simulated. Operating system codes, such as
system calls, are implemented within the simulator itself
and they do not generate actual instructions to be
simulated.
3.2

Per-Reference Memory Access Behavior

3.2.1 Access Regions and Access Region Locality
We analyze what region(s) each memory instruction
accesses in a program execution. Depending on the
accessed region(s), instructions are classified into seven
different classes, as shown in Fig. 2. It is observed that
majority of memory instructions, labeled ªDº (accessing
data region only), ªHº (accessing heap region only), and
ªSº (accessing stack region only) classes, reference a single
3. Program's text region is yet another memory region. Accesses to the
text region are directed to a separate instruction cache in many recent
processors.
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TABLE 1
Input, Dynamic Instruction Count, and Percentage of Dynamic Load and Store Instructions in Each Benchmark Program

Percentage of load or store instructions is relative to the total instruction count.

region at runtime. Only an average of 1.8 percent and
1.9 percent of all the static instructions access more than one
region in the integer and floating-point programs studied,
respectively. Although varied from one program to another,
these instructions account for 0-9.6 percent of all the
dynamic memory references. Programs such as 124.m88ksim,
134.perl, and 101.tomcatv have more instructions that access
multiple regions than other programs.
The strong correspondence between memory instructions and the memory regions they access is a natural
consequence of how programs are written. Most memory
instructions access either a fixed location (e.g., static
variables and temporary local variables) or a set of locations
that belong to (instances of) a single data structure, such as
an array or C structure, that is allocated in a predetermined
region. Therefore, even when it is difficult to predict the
exact address of a memory reference, it is still feasible to
predict its access region, as will be shown in this section.
Integer programs, except 099.go, have a significant
number of heap-accessing instructions as they allocate
many data structures dynamically, while FP programs do
not. It is interesting to note that, although each class varies

much in its size, the sum of the ªDº and ªHº classes
remains roughly comparable across programs.
Over 50 percent of all the static memory instructions only
access the program's stack region at runtime on average.
These instructions are for passing procedure parameters,
spilling and reloading registers, and storing local variables.
The static and dynamic distribution of the instructions from
different classes will be determined by the writing style of
the programmer, the programming language used, the
underlying processor architecture, and how the compiler
generates memory reference instructions, e.g., during
register allocation, etc.

3.2.2 Interleaving of Accesses to Different Regions
We address two important questions for the datadecoupled architecture to be effective [4]: 1) How many
dynamic references in application programs are directed to
each access region and 2) how accesses to different regions
are interleaved. Answers to these questions will provide a
notable insight into how much memory bandwidth (or how
many cache ports) is required by the memory accesses
toward each region. Such information is also useful in

Fig. 2. Breakdown of static memory instructions based on the region(s) they access at runtime. ªDº stands for data region, ªHº heap region, and ªSº
stack region. ªD/Sº denotes the instructions that access both the data and the stack regions when the program is executed.
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TABLE 2
Average Number of Data, Heap, and Stack Accesses in the Last 32 and 64 Instructions

Standard deviation of the distribution is shown in parentheses.

estimating the performance impact when separate cache
ports are provided for a certain memory region.
To answer the questions, we counted the number of
memory references in the last 32 or 64 instructions executed
(in a 32 or 64-wide ªsliding instruction windowº) every
cycle. After constructing the distribution of the collected
numbers (per region), we draw from it two major metrics
used in this section: 1) the average number of memory
accesses in the window and 2) the standard deviation of
them. The standard deviation shows the ªbursty-nessº a
group of memory references exhibit; the higher it is, the
more bursty the memory references are. The standard
deviation becomes large when the occurrences of memory
accesses are clustered. Table 2 reports the results.
Three observations are made. First, either data or stack
accesses consume more memory bandwidth than the other
two types of accesses in all the programs studied. There are
six programs (099.go, 124.m88ksim, 129.compress, 102.swim,
103.su2cor, and 107.mgrid) that have more data accesses than
heap or stack accesses. The other six programs have more
stack references than data or heap references. All the
programs except one (124.m88ksim) have fewer heap
references than stack references.
Second, comparing the average number of accesses and
the standard deviation, accesses to the data region are less
bursty than accesses to the heap or stack region. Data
accesses are strictly bursty4 in only two programs (126.gcc
and 132.ijpeg), while heap accesses are strictly bursty in
eight programs and stack accesses in six programs when the
window size is 32. When the window size is 64, however,
only three programs (099.go, 132.ijpeg, and 103.su2cor) have
bursty stack accesses.
Third, as pointed out earlier, there are few heap accesses
in floating-point programs. In programs that have many
heap accesses, such as 130.li, 132.ijpeg, and 134.perl, there are
relatively fewer data accesses, suggesting that these

programs distribute their data structures and the related
accesses among the data and the heap regions as necessary.
Furthermore, it is shown that heap accesses are quite
bursty, even when the window size is 64. This implies that
processing heap accesses separately will not generally bring
much benefit, especially for the floating-point programs.
From the above observations, it is concluded that many
programs have relatively constant memory bandwidth
demand for data and stack accesses, especially when the
processor buffers many instructions to search for independent instructions to achieve higher performance.

4. In this paper, accesses to a region are considered strictly bursty if the
average number of accesses in the given instruction window is smaller than
the standard deviation. 132.ijpeg's data, heap, and stack accesses are all
strictly bursty, for instance.

3.4.1 Dynamic Access Region Prediction Strategies
Memory instructions can be categorized into three classes:
ones that always access the stack (ªSº in Fig. 2), ones that

3.3 A Case for Decoupling Stack Accesses
The previous subsection suggests that if an extra cache for
stack references is provided, the data cache bandwidth can
be saved significantly for many programs. Heap access
distribution showed irregular shapes among different
programs and in different phases in a single program.
Therefore, if one wishes to partition the set of memory
access instructions into two groups that access distinct
memory regions, the stack-accessing instructions are a good
candidate to decouple from others. The remainder of this
paper focuses on servicing stack and nonstack references
separately with two exclusive caches. The details of the
architectural change and the effects will be discussed in
Section 4.
In addition to the above observations, there are also other
practical considerations that favor separate handling of
stack accesses. We will show in Section 4.5 that stack
accesses show a very high degree of data locality and a
separate cache for stack need not be as large as a
conventional data cache to attain a high hit rate (also in
[7]). A 4-KB stack cache achieved over 99.5 percent hit rate
for the SPEC95 benchmark programs, with an average of
about 99.9 percent.
3.4

Predicting Access Regions
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3.

If the addressing mode is constant, the instruction
will access a nonstack region.
If $sp (stack pointer) or $fp (frame pointer) is used
for indexing, the instruction will access the stack
region.

If $gp (global pointer) is used for indexing, the
instruction will access a nonstack region.
4. For other cases, i.e., instructions with an index
register other than $sp, $fp, or $gp, predict that a
nonstack region will be accessed.
The addressing mode information can be obtained early
from the predecoding logic or the decoding stage at the
latest. In any case, the information from the ARPT at the
fetch stage will be discarded by the instruction dispatcher if
the addressing mode information is available from the
(pre)decoder. Fig. 4 shows that many instructions, over
50 percent on average, manifest their access regions in their
addressing mode (lower dark bars). In order to save space
in the ARPT, these instructions are not recorded. It is noted
that a compiler has more knowledge of the access region of
memory instructions than is disclosed in the addressing
mode of them. The impact of transporting compiler
information to the hardware will be studied in Section 3.5.2.
Next, we use an ARPT index function with additional
runtime information to tackle the second issue. Fig. 3 shows
how the ARPT is indexed with the PC of the memory
reference instruction XOR'ed with a string of bits, labeled
ªruntime context.º We consider two types of runtime
context in our work: global branch history (GBH) and caller's
identification (CID). Modern branch predictors already use
the GBH to index the branch prediction table [19]. The path
through which the control reaches a memory instruction,
like in a branch predictor, may help predict the behavior of
the memory instruction. Considering which procedure
called the current procedure gives a valuable insight into
which region a pointered reference will access (such as
*parm1 in Fig. 1) because it is likely that the calling
procedure passes to the called procedure the same set of
arguments or at least the arguments of the same types
repeatedly. The link register usually keeps the next PC of the
call instruction (that resides in the calling procedure) and
thus can be used as a unique CID. It is also possible to
combine these two types of information by concatenating a
certain number of bits from the GBH and also from the CID
to form a value to be used as context bits.
We evaluated the following five different schemes with
an unlimited ARPT: the baseline static classification
(STATIC), simple 1-bit scheme (1-BIT), 1-bit with GBH (1BIT-GBH), 1-bit with CID (1-BIT-CID), and 1-bit with both the
GBH and CID (1-BIT-HYBRID). When GBH and CID are used
together, we use the lower 8 bits from the GBH and lower
24 bits from the CID concatenated together to form a 32-bit
context.7 Fig. 4 shows the results; Overall, 1-BIT-HYBRID
performed the best in terms of prediction rate (99.89 percent
and 100 percent for the integer and floating-point programs
respectively).8
The 1-BIT scheme outperformed 1-BIT-GBH and 1-BITCID. This is because adding some runtime context in the
indexing function increases the number of entries in ARPT
(as shown in Table 3) and causes unnecessary cold misses
for certain memory instructions that don't need any

5. Because we don't use a tag or valid bit in the ARPT, this is similar to
ªHow do we initialize the content of the ARPT entries?º
6. This is based on Simplescalar's Portable ISA (PISA) [3]. However, the
discussions can be easily extended to other ISAs.

7. Experiments revealed that this combination provides reasonable
performance across programs.
8. We omit presenting the performance of 2-bit schemes because their
performance is consistently lower than that of 1-bit schemes.

Fig. 3. Operation of the ARPT with 1-bit entries. N-bits from PC (XOR'ed
with context bits) is used to index an 2N -entry ARPT.

always access nonstack regions (ªD,º ªH,º or ªD/Hº), and
ones that can access both the stack and nonstack regions.
The goal of the discussions in this section is to develop an
efficient mechanism to accurately predict which region
(stack or nonstack) an instruction will access at runtime,
given the program counter (PC) of it. We use a hardware
table called access region prediction table (ARPT), similar to
branch prediction table, and a set of heuristics for higher
prediction accuracy. The prediction result, available as early
as at the fetch stage, is used to guide the instruction
dispatcher for data decoupling, as discussed in Section 4. A
schematic figure to illustrate how the ARPT operates is
given in Fig. 3.
Note that it is already shown that most instructions
access only a single region during program execution in
Fig. 2. Therefore, if a single bit is allocated for each static
memory instruction to store the previously accessed region,
e.g., using ª1º to indicate stack and ª0º to indicate nonstack,
the access region of most instructions can be accurately
predicted from next time by just looking up their history bit.
This is called the simple one-bit scheme in this paper.
Alternatively, we can use two bits per instruction to add
hysteresis or inertia to prediction (simple two-bit scheme).
There are two issues in obtaining good prediction
accuracy given the above base predictors. First, when a
memory instruction is first executed, i.e., the history of the
instruction is not available, how do we predict the access
region of it?5 The second issue is how we can effectively
handle a memory instruction that accesses the stack (ªSº)
and nonstack (ªNº) regions irregularly, e.g.,
ªSNSNSNNNSN.º
To cover the above first issue, we note that the
addressing mode of many memory instructions immediately reveals the regions that will be accessed. We use the
following baseline heuristics in our study:6
(Static Prediction):
1.
2.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of dynamic memory instructions that are correctly classified into stack and nonstack regions using various schemes. Bars for
each benchmark program denote, from left, the static classification, the simple 1-bit scheme, the 1-bit scheme w/ GBH context, the 1-bit scheme w/
CID, and the 1-bit scheme w/ hybrid context (8-bit GBH and 24-bit CID).

runtime context, but still can be reached via a number of
different procedures or control flows. These misses offset
the benefit of using the context bits and, in many cases, lead
to lower overall prediction rate unless the obtained benefit
is large enough. 147.vortex and 103.su2cor are the examples
where 1-BIT is the clear winner over 1-BIT-CID. Notice,
however, that indexing with either runtime context can lead
to better performance than 1-BIT, as is observed in
107.mgrid.

3.5

Performance of the Access Region Prediction
Table (ARPT)
3.5.1 ARPT of Limited Size
We study the impact of the ARPT size on the prediction
rate. Fig. 5 (lower light bars) shows the performance of
1-bIT-HYBRID when the ARPT size is varied from 64K to 8K
entries. In general, the ARPT loses the prediction accuracy
when its size becomes smaller. Certain programs, such as
099.go, 126.gcc, 147.vortex, and 101.tomcatv, are more
sensitive to the ARPT size than others. Table 3 indicates
that these programs require significantly more entries than
other programs when a type of runtime context is used
(except 101.tomcatv), putting high pressure on the ARPT
TABLE 3
Number of Entries Occupied in an Unlimited ARPT, when Used
with Different Context Bits for Indexing

Increase in number compared to ªStatic Predictionº is shown in
parentheses.

size. In the case of 101.tomcatv, it seems that there are
negative interferences in the ARPT. This is indirectly
supported by the fact that the availability of compiler
information removes any deficiencies caused by the limited
ARPT size. It is interesting to observe that a limited ARPT
performs better than an unlimited ARPT in the case of
126.gcc. This means that there are positive interferences
between different memory instructions that map to a single
ARPT entry.
To summarize, a 32K-entry ARPT achieved over 99.9 percent prediction accuracy for both the integer and floatingpoint programs studied. The necessary hardware resources
for implementing a 32K-entry ARPT is smallÐonly 4 KB of
space.

3.5.2 Effects of Compiler Hints
A compiler often has knowledge of which region a memory
instruction will access at runtime. For example, b[i] and c[i]
in Fig. 1 are easily identifiable as heap and data references.
Most stack accesses are accurately identifiable when the
compiler comes across variable declarations, handles a
procedure call, or performs register allocation and reloading. For nonstack accesses, the type and storage information
of a variable symbol provides necessary information. A
simple compiler algorithm to determine the access region of
a memory instruction is shown in Fig. 6.
This section studies the effects of augmenting each static
memory instruction with a tag that indicates if it is a stack
access, a nonstack access, or that the compiler cannot
distinguish (such as *parm1 in Fig. 1). For the experiments,
we used profiled region information gathered from program runs instead of implementing the compiler algorithm
and performing static analysis. The accessed region(s) of
each instruction is saved in the profile data and we
assumed that an instruction can be classified by a compiler
if it is shown to access only a single region during program
execution. Therefore, the quality of the compiler information used in this section should be interpreted as one that is
from a very accurate compiler analysis (i.e., upper bound).
The compiler information helps to improve the performance of the ARPT in two ways. First, the resultant
prediction rate becomes higher because many instructions
have been taken care of by the compiler and bypass the
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Fig. 5. Misprediction rate of the 1-BIT-HYBRID when ARPT size is varied. Results for the ARPT of unlimited size, 64K, 32K, 16K, and 8K entries are
shown from left. The dark, lower portion of each bar denotes the ARPT misprediction rate when compiler information is available. For 130.li and
101.tomcatv, the misprediction rate was 0 if compiler information is provided.

prediction mechanism. Second, the space of the ARPT is
saved since many correctly tagged instructions do not need
to occupy the entries in the ARPT. This will decrease the
effects of negative interferences and allow us to use a
smaller ARPT to achieve a given prediction rate. In other
words, compiler hints will reduce the pressure on the ARPT
size, especially when a lot of entries are needed (i.e., when a
type of context bits is used).
Fig. 5 (dark portions) shows that, in the presence of
compiler information, 1) the prediction accuracy is higher
and 2) the performance of the ARPT becomes less sensitive
to its size. 101.tomcatv benefits greatly from the compiler
information when the ARPT has less than 32K entries. It is
shown also, however, that the misprediction rate without
compiler information is already very low when the ARPT
has 32K entries or more; therefore, we conclude that,
although compiler information is useful, the hardware
mechanism proposed in this paper is accurate enough for
effective data decoupling, as will be shown in the next
section. Use of the dynamic technique allows running

Fig. 6. A simple compiler algorithm to classify the access region of a
memory instruction.

existing binaries on a data-decoupled processor without
noticeable loss of performance.

4

DATA-DECOUPLING FOR A WIDE-ISSUE
SUPERSCALAR PROCESSOR

4.1 Definition
The idea of data decoupling is to partition the set of memory
access instructions into two (or more) separate instruction
streams before the instructions enter the instruction
window, where they wait until they become ready to issue.
Partitioning of instructions will be performed in such a way
that the data locations accessed by the instructions in one
stream will not be overlapped by the ones from another
stream. Instructions in each partitioned stream are then sent
to a set of dedicated reservation stations (that compose a
part of the instruction window) after they are decoded;
eventually, each set of reservation stations feeds a separate
data cache (see Fig. 7).
The proposed approach can ease the hardware complexity of a wide-issue superscalar processor in two ways. First,
the bandwidth requirements on the data cache can be
mitigated since multiple caches serve the memory references. Considering that existing multiported data cache
schemes become very expensive and inefficient as more
ports are required [16], [25], the reduction in port requirements can lead to a much cheaper and more efficient cache
design. Second, the window logic to select and arbitrate
the ready memory instructions and the network to route
them to the actual cache ports can be simpler since each
memory window can now be made smaller and each
cache can have fewer ports. The window logic has been
pointed out to be one of the most critical hardware
components as the processor becomes wide and a more
advanced process technology with smaller feature sizes is
used [23]. Because the delay of the window logic is
proportional to the square of the instruction window size
and the square of the issue bandwidth, this partitioning
can become a crucial advantage.
It should be noted that, given the same number of
available cache ports, the net effect of data decoupling is not
an increased IPC, but decreased hardware complexityÐ
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Further optimizations are possible for the LVAQ and the
LVC. Two such techniques to improve the local variable
accesses are introduced:
.

Fig. 7. an example processor pipeline augmented with the ARPT and a
separate memory pipeline for stack and nonstack references each.

fewer cache port requirements and simpler instruction issue
logic. In fact, the resulting IPC could be impaired due to
unbalanced resource utilization. However, since it is
increasingly difficult to add more than two ports to a cache
and to build a wide instruction window without penalizing
clock cycle time, achieving a comparable performance with
simpler hardware is a valid goal [23]. This is a very critical
issue for the future wide-issue processor proposals [17],
[24], [27]; they put more pressure on the data cache
bandwidth as they aggressively speculate on control and
register values and use high-bandwidth instruction caches
[37], [26]. Under such conditions, the proposed approach
can in turn have a performance advantage by providing
more data bandwidth than a conventional technique at the
same level of hardware complexity. Furthermore, the
proposed approach can expose opportunities for reduced
memory access latency by properly partitioning memory
references and optimizing each stream.

4.2 Architectural Support
To service local variable accesses efficiently, a specialized
hardware organization to simulate the runtime stack may
appear attractive [7], [10]. However, we use a more general
cache design, called the local variable cache (LVC), in the
framework of our data-decoupled architecture. This
approach has two advantages; First, the LVC is a conventional cache and can leverage the most efficient current
design. Second, certain events, such as a buffer overflow
due to bursty stack growth (that can happen when a
recursive function is called, for example) and a context
switch, are easily handled without CPU intervention.
The LVC is associated with a group of reservation
stations, called the local variable access queue (LVAQ). It has
the same organization as the conventional load store queue
(LSQ). Since the LVC is placed at the same level as the
L1 cache, it will be attached to the memory bus connecting
to the L2 cache and will make the bus arbitration logic
slightly more complex.

.

Fast data forwarding. To decrease the memory load
latency, data from a store can be forwarded to a later
load. The MIPS R10000 processor forwards data to
address-matching loads in the LSQ on a refill [36].
By tracking previously manifested dependences and
keeping store data in a separate hardware table, data
forwarding from a store to a load can be performed
speculatively [21], [34]. There is another opportunity
to perform fast forwarding in the LVAQ without
keeping dependence tables (i.e., no speculation).
Accesses to the stack region in a procedure are
usually based on the same value of $sp, i.e., $sp is
not updated within a procedure. The dependence
checking hardware can use the offset field in
instructions to identify a matching store-load pair
within a function frame, even before their effective
addresses are calculated, allowing faster bypassing
of data. This technique will be beneficial when there
are many local store-reload pairs within a small
section of code, such as spill codes generated by a
compiler.
Access combining [35]. When a program or a
program region contain many local variable accesses, the number of LVC ports can become a
performance bottleneck. In fact, a procedure call/
return generates a sequence of stack accesses for
saving/restoring registers and passing parameters.
These stack accesses show strong spatial locality, i.e.,
accessing adjacent memory locations in a row. Access
combining tries to combine two or more contiguous
references that fall onto the same LVC line at the
expense of wider LVC ports, buffers, and associated
logic. The technique will decrease the traffic to the
LVC, relieving the bandwidth requirement on it.

4.3 Pipeline Design
We describe in this subsection an example memory pipeline
of a data-decoupled processor equipped with an ARPT.
.

.

Fetch stage. ARPT is accessed with current PC
XOR'ed with runtime context bits. A single bit value
returned from the ARPT is passed to the decode
stage. Note that this way of accessing the ARPT is a
baseline design and that other ways of implementing
the ARPT access mechanism are possible. For
example, memory instructions in the trace cache
[26] lines can be tagged with prediction bits to
relieve the high bandwidth requirements on the
ARPT. A part of ARPT accesses can be deferred to
the decode stage also.
Decode (and Dispatch) stage. Fetched instructions
are decoded and dispatched to issue slots of various
execution units. If a decoded instruction is a memory
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TABLE 4
The Base Machine Model

Decode and commit widths are the same as the issue width.

.

.

instruction, checking is made if the addressing mode
shows the access region of the instruction. If so, the
ARPT bit from the fetch stage is simply discarded;
however, if the addressing mode does not give any
hint, the ARPT bit guides which of the two
instruction queues, LSQ or LVAQ, the instruction
is steered into. Since this dynamic memory stream
partitioning is speculative, it is required that each
memory access be verified against the correct access
region information available later when the actual
address is calculated.
Address calculation stage. The address of a ready
memory instruction in LSQ or LVAQ is calculated in
this stage. While waiting for dependences to be
resolved and for available cache ports, a load
instruction could receive bypassed data from previous stores.
Memory access stages. Using the address calculated
in the previous stage, TLB and cache are accessed
in the first memory access stage. In the same cycle,
access region verification is done through a
verification unit. Alternatively, the TLB can be
used for verification, where each TLB entry is
extended with a single bit, indicating whether the
translated page belongs to the designated region
(in this paper, the stack) or not. Storing such
information can be done accurately and efficiently
when a page is allocated by the runtime system.
Note that both accessing the cache and the
verification action are done simultaneously.
When it is known that an instruction has been
placed in a wrong pipeline, the instruction will be
reissued to the right queue and the ARPT will be
updated. As the depending instructions are still
waiting in the instruction queue, the recovery action
on detecting a mispredicted memory instruction will
be either squashing those instructions, or just
reestablishing the dependence chain from the previously mispredicted instruction [17]. Because the
verification process will eventually prevent any store
instruction from writing data to a wrong cache, as
well as any instruction from executing on a wrong

load value, the coherence in the current dual cache
scheme will be guaranteed.

4.4 Methodology and Architecture Model
We use a detailed timing simulator based on the
Simplescalar tool set [3]. The machine model used in the
timing simulator supports out-of-order issue and execution,
based on the Register Update Unit (RUU) [30]. The RUU
scheme uses a reorder buffer (ROB) to automatically
perform register renaming and hold the results of pending
instructions. In each cycle, the ROB retires completed
instructions in program order to the architected register
file. The processor pipeline consists of six stages: fetch,
dispatch (decode and register renaming), issue, execution,
write-back, and commit. Depending on the instruction type,
more than a cycle can be taken in the execution stage.
The processor's memory system employs a Load Store
Queue (LSQ). Store values are placed in the queue if the
store is speculative. Loads are dispatched to the memory
system when the addresses of all previous stores are
known. Loads may be satisfied either by the memory
system or by an earlier store value residing in the queue.
In the latter case, the store-to-load forwarding delay is
one cycle.
We use an aggressive processor model that can issue up
to 16 instructions per cycle. The model represents a future
wide-issue processor with aggressive issue bandwidth from
a large instruction window. The ROB has 256 entries and
the LSQ has 128 entries, which are derived from the MIPS
R10000 implementation [36]. The ROB and the LSQ
effectively form the instruction window of the processor.
The primary on-chip data cache that is 64 KB and 2-way setassociative has a 2-cycle hit time (unless otherwise stated),
as in some of the recent machines [36], [12]. The 512-KB L2
cache has a 12-cycle hit latency. Both the caches are lock-up
free.
We implemented a stride-based value predictor for the
register values as the performance improvement achieved
by value prediction techniques is mainly from the register
data flow [17]. The value prediction table has 16K entries in
our processor model.
We use an aggressive front-end with a perfect instruction
cache and a perfect branch predictor to assert the maximum
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Fig. 8. Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) of the baseline (2+0) configuration.

pressure on the data memory bandwidth. This setting is
necessary to accurately study the impact of the proposed
techniques by eliminating other factors that affect the
measured performance. Due to this, the primary performance metric used in the result section is relative
performance, after presenting the base IPC numbers at the
beginning. Important parameters of the base machine
model are summarized in Table 4.
For data decoupling, the direct-mapped 1-cycle LVC is
sized to 4 KB. The ARPT has 32K 1-bit entries with no tags
or valid bits (4 KB table size). For ARPT indexing, the 15 bits
of PC (above least-significant zeros due to a large instruction size) XOR'ed with context bits composed of 8 bits from
global history and 7 bits from link register. The LSQ/LVAQ
size was set to 96/96 entries each. On detecting an ARPT
misprediction, the mispredicted instruction will be reissued
to the right instruction queue in a single cycle after
accessing the verification unit (e.g., TLB). As a result, the
dependent instructions will further reside in their respective reservation stations, delayed at least three cycles in our
pipeline model.
In the following discussions, the notation ª(N+M)º is
used to denote a processor configuration with an N-port
data cache and an M-port LVC. When M equals 0, the
configuration is a conventional memory design with an
N-port data cache.

4.5 Experimental Results
4.5.1 Baseline Performance
The aggressive processor model with the perfect front end
resulted in very high baseline IPC numbers, as shown in
Fig. 8. The perfect branch prediction assumption especially
made the performance of integer programs comparable to
that of numerical applications. The performance of this
(2+0) configuration is, however, severely restricted by the
cache bandwidth. Fig. 11 shows that if cache has unconstrained bandwidth, represented by the (16+0) configuration, the performance is boosted by up to 80 percent
(147.vortex), with an average of over 20 percent. Experiments further revealed that adopting a cache with unlimited size will not create such performance gain, implying
that the cache hit rate becomes a secondary performance
factor to the cache bandwidth, as long as a reasonable cache
size is used.

4.5.2 LVC Size
The size of the LVC should be carefully chosen to keep the
miss rate low. At the same time, the LVC should be
sufficiently small and simple to keep the access time short.
Fig. 9 shows the measured miss rates when the LVC size
is varied from 0.5 KB to 4 KB. A 2-KB LVC achieves a hit
rate of over 99 percent for all the programs except 126.gcc. A
4-KB LVC obtains a hit rate of 99.5 percent or more for all
the programs, with an average of about 99.9 percent. The
major reason why a small LVC can achieve a high hit rate is
that function frames tend to be very small [7], [4].
Furthermore, most of the programs have a call depth of
four to five routines [33]. The line size of the LVC, be it 32 or
64 Bytes, had negligible effects on the hit rate with an LVC
of 2 KB or a larger size. The hit rate of an LVC was also
relatively insensitive to the input data because the function
frames are generally determined at compile time. For the
rest of the experiments, a 4-KB, direct-mapped LVC with an
one-cycle hit latency is used.
The additional caching space provided by a 4-KB LVC
resulted in slight decrease in traffic to L2 cache for all the
programs as some conflicts between stack and nonstack
accesses in the data cache are removed. Therefore, when it
is difficult to have a large L1 data cache in a wide-issue
processor (in order to keep the clock cycle time short), data
decoupling can provide a way to effectively increase the
cache size. For example, 130.li and 147.vortex showed a

Fig. 9. Miss rates of the LVC of different sizes. 126.gcc and
129.compress show the highest and lowest miss rate, respectively. A
direct-mapped LVC with four ports is used for measurement.
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TABLE 5
Performance Improvement with Fast Data Forwarding under the (3+2) Configuration

considerable reduction in the L2 cache accesses and,
accordingly, the traffic on the memory bus, of 24 percent
and 7 percent, respectively, when a 32-KB data cache was
assisted by a 2-KB LVC [4]. This decrease in the memory
bus traffic will improve the overall performance of a
processor in the presence of heavy traffic on the bus, as
well as the power consumption caused by accessing larger
memories and the (high capacitance) bus.

4.5.3 Impact of Fast Data Forwarding in LVAQ
Table 5 shows the performance improvement provided by
fast data forwarding. Speedups of up to 3.9 percent were
observed. Looking at individual programs, 124.m88ksim
does not benefit from the technique at all because only
about 1 percent of the loads actually find their values in the
LVAQ. On the other hand, 129.compress gains a speedup of
1.2 percent even though it has fewer local variable accesses
because almost 80 percent of all the local variable loads find
their values in the LVAQ. This suggests that the reuse
distance of local variable accesses in 129.compress is
relatively short.
In spite of many local variable accesses, 130.li didn't get a
noticeable speedup because most of the local variable
accesses are not on the critical path of the program.
Bandwidth, therefore, is more important than latency in
this case. Fig. 11 shows that, when the memory bandwidth
is the performance bottleneck (baseline (2+0) configuration),
adding a two-port LVC achieved a spectacular speedup of
over 50 percent (represented by the (2+2) configuration),
whereas much smaller speedup is achievable when there is
sufficient bandwidth already (the (3+3) configurations
compared with the (3+0) configuration).
The net performance gain produced by fast data
forwarding was not impressive. However, when cache
access latencies should be prolonged to meet the desired

Fig. 10. Performance of access combining. N-way combining looks at up
to N consecutive entries in the LVAQ for access combining.

(fast) clock rate, the impact of this technique can become
more significant.

4.5.4 Impact of Access Combining in LVAQ
Fig. 10 shows the effect of access combining under the (3+1)
and (3+2) configurations. Two-way combining achieves a
speedup of around 8 percent and 2 percent over ªNo
Combiningº in each configuration. Two programs, 130.li
and 147.vortex (not shown), exhibited a speedup of
16 percent and 26 percent, respectively, in the (3+1)
configuration. 147.vortex still crops over 12 percent speedup
in the (3+2) configuration.
The results suggest that access combining can considerably reduce the bandwidth requirements on the LVC,
especially when the memory pressure is high (or when the
provided bandwidth is insufficient). Taking into account
the hardware complexity to implement access combining,9
the two-way combining seems to be a reasonable choice for
implementation.
4.5.5 Overall Performance
Fig. 11 shows the performance of various configurations
relative to that of the (2+0) configuration. The results clearly
show that the baseline configuration with a 2-ported data
cache does not provide enough bandwidth: The (16+0)
configuration (i.e., unlimited bandwidth) improves the
performance by 33 percent (integer) and 25 percent
(floating-point) on average, indicating that there is large
room for performance improvement when more data
bandwidth is provided beyond 2 ports. For 147.vortex, the
improvement was as high as 80 percent. It is also
worthwhile to note that our experiments showed that the
(2+0) configuration with a 128 KB data cache produces little
performance improvement over the same configuration
with a 64 KB data cache (by less than 1 percent).
Two (3+0) configurations with a 2- and 3-cycle latency
achieved 21 percent and 18 percent improvement for the
integer programs, respectively, and 14 percent for the
floating-point programs. This shows that, when the
processor performance is limited by the data bandwidth,
the impact of access latency becomes smaller, especially in a
dynamically scheduled processor like our baseline model.
Only 099.go shows a sharp performance drop as a 3-cycle
latency is used for cache access. Floating-point programs
were hardly affected by the latency change, implying that
the latency was effectively hidden by out-of-order execution. Having a 4-ported data cache, represented by the (4+0)
configuration, improves the performance by 25 percent
(integer) and 20 percent (floating-point). Considering that
9. To implement two-way combining, for example, will require wider
(doubled) bus per port and two-input multiplexors for each subblock
corresponding to access unit, with slightly more complex control.
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Fig. 11. Performance of various configurations compared with that of the baseline (2+0) model. The (16+0) configuration on the rightmost side is
shown as an upper bound (unlimited bandwidth).

adding more ports beyond four gives diminishing returns,
this configuration might become the choice for a conventional design. However, the hardware complexity caused by
the large 128-entry LSQ and the cache can become
excessive. We have accordingly set the cache access time
to be three cycles for the configuration so as not to increase
the clock cycle time.
Comparing the (2+2) and (4+0) configurations, they
achieved similar performance for integer programs, but the
(4+0) configuration performed better for the floating-point
programs. Under the (2+2) configuration, floating-point
programs showed limited performance, mainly because
they have more bandwidth demand for data region than
stack. Therefore, attaching one more port to the LVC, the
(2+3) configuration, doesn't help improve the performance
of these programs at all. On the other hand, certain integer
programs, like 126.gcc and 147.vortex, obtain additional
speedups.
The (3+3) configuration performs well for both the
integer and floating-point programs. For the integer
programs, this configuration was as good as the (16+0)
configuration on average, which is the limit case for our
study. For the floating-point programs, the (3+3) configuration was close to the (4+0) configuration. In summary, when
it is not feasible to build a single many-ported data cache
attached to a large instruction window, a data-decoupled
configuration, such as (3+3), can become a viable alternative
that achieves a similar performance level. The configuration
choice should be made, however, after thoroughly investigating the cost of implementing a particular multiported
data cache and related hardware complexity, as the studied
models in this paper assume perfect multiporting.
Finally, thanks to the high prediction accuracy of the
ARPT, increasing the misprediction penalty hardly affects
the overall performance. Adding five more cycles to the
misprediction penalty incurred only 0.6 percent performance degradation on average.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper studied an important behavior of memory access
instructions, called the access region locality, and how it is
used to predict the region of memory accesses. Utilizing the

access region locality, we showed the effectiveness of the
data decoupling as a way of increasing on-chip data
memory bandwidth. The following contributions are made
in the paper:
.

A novel memory pipeline organization for a wideissue processor, called data-decoupled architecture,
is proposed. To achieve high data bandwidth without placing much pressure on the data cache port
requirements and the window logic complexity, the
data-decoupled architecture partitions the memory
stream early before instructions are directed into the
instruction window.
. The notion of access region locality is introduced.
Also given is a set of detailed profile data, showing
that most memory reference instructions access only
a single region at runtime. The definition of access
region can be further refined so that the number of
access regions can be made larger to match increasing need of bandwidth.
. Techniques to predict the access region of a memory
instruction before the actual effective address is
calculated are developed and evaluated. Results
show that the proposed prediction mechanism with
reasonable hardware resources can precisely determine the access region of an instruction (to be either
stack or nonstack reference) with an accuracy of over
99.9 percent on average.
. Using a detailed cycle-by-cycle simulator, we studied the potential performance of a wide-issue
superscalar processor with the proposed data
decoupled memory pipeline that exploits the access
region locality. Results show that the proposed
decoupled approach secures comparable performance compared to a conventional unified data
cache design with the same number of ports. In
certain cases, the proposed technique offers an
opportunity for performance improvement that is
not achieved by merely adding more ports to the
data cache.
Compiler and architectural considerations for efficient
memory handling remain as a very important part of
designing a balanced, cost-effective processor. We expect
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that the decouple-and-conquer approach to the memory
bandwidth and/or latency problem, as proposed in this
paper, will be of greater significance as more aggressive
wide-issue processors emerge.
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